What is CLT?
The Certified Logistics Technician (CLT) is an industry-recognized, nationally portable certification for front-line (entry-level through frontline supervisor) material handling and distribution workers. If you have a different occupational specialty and are thinking of switching to logistics, the CLT can help you make that transition.

The CLT program consists of two courses for a total of four credit hours. It includes two assessments: the foundational Certified Logistics Associate (CLA) and the mid-level Certified Logistics Technician (CLT). You must earn the CLA before CLT. CLA includes introductory information to the world of logistics: Safety, Quality Control, Terminology, Equipment, Communication and Teamwork and Computer Programs. CLT includes more technical activities: Product Receiving and Shipping, Order Processing, Packaging, Inventory Control, Transportation, Dispatch and Tracking. We are military friendly and also offer a credit for prior learning option.

WHAT ARE CLT JOBS?
CLT can prepare you for jobs throughout the logistics industry including production sites, warehouses, distribution centers and transportation companies. Types of jobs include:

- Frontline supervisors of transportation and material handling workers
- Material handling and moving workers
- Order processors
- Packers & packagers
- Automated material moving equipment operators

Washburn Tech
5724 SW Huntoon
Topeka, Kan., 66604
785.273.7140
877.588.7140
washburntech.edu

WHAT ARE CLT JOBS?
for military members and veterans

Certified Logistics Technician (CLT)

WIT Cost:
- Enrollment fee $25
- Tuition 376
- Materials/tech fee 36

MSSC Cost:
- Registration $60
- MSSC CLA Course 91
- MSSC CLT Course 91
- MSSC CLA Test 55
- MSSC CLT Test 55

TOTAL $789

Contact Us:
Gregory Anderson
CLT Instructor
913.547.2372
tech-militaryliaison@washburn.edu

Or
Don Williams
Virtual College Coordinator
Washburn Tech
785.228.6305
don.williams@washburn.edu